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Abstract: The interconnected cloud (Intercloud) federation is an emerging paradigm that
revolutionizes the scalable service provision of geographically distributed resources. Large-scale
distributed resources require well-coordinated and automated frameworks to facilitate service
provision in a seamless and systematic manner. Unquestionably, standalone service providers
must communicate and federate their cloud sites with other vendors to enable the infinite pooling
of resources. The pooling of these resources provides uninterpretable services to increasingly
growing cloud users more efficiently, and ensures an improved Service Level Agreement (SLA).
However, the research of Intercloud resource management is in its infancy. Therefore, standard
interfaces, protocols, and uniform architectural components need to be developed for seamless
interaction among federated clouds. In this study, we propose a distributed meta-brokering-enabled
scheduling framework for provision of user application services in the federated cloud environment.
Modularized architecture of the proposed system with uniform configuration in participating resource
sites orchestrate the critical operations of resource management effectively, and form the federation
schema. Overlaid meta-brokering instances are implemented on the top of local resource brokers
to keep the global functionality isolated. These instances in overlay topology communicate in a
P2P manner to maintain decentralization, high scalability, and load manageability. The proposed
framework has been implemented and evaluated by extending the Java-based CloudSim 3.0.3
simulation application programming interfaces (APIs). The presented results validate the proposed
model and its efficiency to facilitate user application execution with the desired QoS parameters.
Keywords: scalability; meta-brokering; local-brokering; federation; interconnected

1. Introduction
Interconnected cloud (Intercloud) is similar to the Internet in that the latter has been developed
by interlinking multiple standalone networks. Therefore, in the same paradigm, the evolution
of the Intercloud is quite intuitive. The interconnection of geographically distributed resources
through uniform standards and protocols is more resilient and provides elasticity in peak time to
maintain Service Level Agreement (SLA) [1,2]. Due to dynamicity in workload and resources states,
client requests are serviced transparently in this paradigm [3–5]. An Intercloud [6–10] architecture,
which connects different service providers from various locations to reduce the probability of
service blockage is indispensable in the context of SLA improvement and seamless service provision.
Therefore, collaboration and communication among geographically disparate clouds is required to
overcome the limitations of single, standalone service providers [11–13]. Apparently, under peak
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load, single providers are unable to meet application needs due to exponentially growing cloud
user services. Apart from application needs, small- or medium-level providers must federate their
resources to compete with big vendors in terms of market perspectives. The Intercloud is a paradigm
to provide a large-scale infrastructure that facilitates just-in-time, opportunistic, and scalable provision
of application services. The primary focus of this paradigm is to achieve QoS targets consistently
under varying workload, resources, and network conditions. Intercloud methodology enhances
client satisfaction, and causes a reduction in the violation of SLAs at runtime [14]. Different scenarios
of interconnecting clouds are depicted in Figure 1, which improves various schemes. However,
this study only focuses on a federation paradigm wherein providers interconnect the resources
voluntarily. The words meta-brokering components, instances, and peers are used interchangeably in
the same context.

Computational Cloud

Multi-Clouds

End-Users Applications

Bursting Hybrid Cloud

Entry

Storage Cloud

End-User Applications

Figure 1. Interconnected cloud scenarios.

1.1. Brokerage Topology Paradigm
Brokerage architecture for the formation of the Intercloud federation comprises various
topologies, e.g., centralized, decentralized, and hierarchical [15–17]. A centralized scheme is a single
meta-scheduler- or broker-centric where all clouds are controlled through a core component [18].
It also allows the interface to submit application requests for various computing resources treated as
middleware between users and service providers. In a decentralized approach, brokering components
are distributed that represent their associated cloud, and realize a federation by inter-broker
communication. Collaboration among these components also facilitates a discovery process in a
seamless manner. Moreover, in this scheme, user requests are submitted to each meta-broker, where,
after analyzing the states of resources of each service provider, requests are diverted to more optimal
datacenters through their respective local-brokers. Local-brokers have ownership of the resources
of datacenters, and perform actual allocation by using various algorithms. Therefore, local-brokers
maintain constant interaction with meta-brokers as resource use and availability changes dynamically.
Hence, in view of highly dynamic scenarios, meta-brokering components cannot make prior decisions
without receiving updates on the consumption state resources.
In the Hierarchical approach, the broker connects to various clouds, and that broker communicates
with other brokers to search other clouds whose metrics match the criteria of clouds that need to create
a federation. The discovery of remote peers (meta-brokers in our model) in the decentralized mode is
an essential factor for exchanging services and workload information, so that functionality could be
performed in a distributed manner by each peer of the federation mandatorily and same is carried out
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by single entity (the broker) in the centralized mode. In the proposed approach, a distributed paradigm
brokering components associated with each service provider is interconnected and forms the topology
or peer overlay network. Organizing the structure of distributed brokers is a critical element, as queries
and metric statistics need to propagate in an efficient way among peers (meta-brokers). Therefore,
in the modeling phase of the decentralized federation structure [19,20], a systematic and automated
approach is required for exchange of the essential metrics among peers regarding the associated
resource states. Based on this critical information, meta-brokering peers perform the meta-scheduling
of client applications, and manage the dynamicity of federated cloud sites. The promising features of
the Intercloud paradigm that have been gaining momentum recently are listed below [21].
–

–
–
–

To serve geographically distributed cloud customers, the interconnecting phenomena of a
standalone service provider in a different location is an optimal and cost-effective solution in view
of unpredictable incoming service requests.
The interconnecting cloud paradigm is also a business trend where Cloud Service Providers (CSPs)
can lease resources to other CSPs under underloaded resource conditions.
The federation setup provides an infinite pool of resources that minimize the risk of SLA violation
and improves confidence in enterprises using cloud technologies.
CSPs can harness the Intercloud federation to provide a scalable service provision under varying
workloads and handle a dynamically changing environment.

1.2. Research Focus and Contribution
The overwhelming conditions of standalone service providers are a major reason for service
outage and SLA violation. Therefore, under such conditions, the moving of user applications into
other resource domains is essential for ensuring QoS constraints. Resource domains belonging to
different providers may be located in various locations. Therefore, the management of computing
resources in large-scale distributed systems, e.g., the grid and Intercloud, is really challenging in terms
of requiring uniform architectural designs, standards, and well-automated brokering techniques [22].
Scheduling approaches to manage the resources and user applications can be applied in decentralized
or centralized modes in terms of computing scalability factor. A centralized scheme is appropriate
for small- to medium-scale paradigms, but is not effective for large-scale ones, for certain significant
reasons, e.g., less scalability, performance bottleneck, and a single point of failure.
Resource scheduling in a federation to allocate user application requests efficiently and avoid
delayed responses is a complex process. Therefore, to achieve scheduling of dispersed resources
in federated domains, a distributed brokering paradigm must be focused on parametric sweep
applications (PSAs). These PSAs belong to different scientific domains e.g., high-energy physics (HEP),
ad-hoc network simulation, and financial modeling, and are regarded as killer application models for
the framing of high-throughput computing (HTC) applications. Meta-brokering is a top-level brokering
methodology that performs global decisions and meta-scheduling operations among distributed
domains in a coordinated manner. These instances function on top of existing resource brokers to
manage elasticity and interoperability among heterogeneous sets of resources [23–27]. Communication
among meta-brokering instances at a global level in a seamless manner sets up the federated formation.
These distributed instances in the proposed scheduling methodology maintains a data structure
of updated information regarding the resource of associated cloud domains and behaves dynamically.
These distributed instances accelerate an optimal resolution of service distribution through best-fit
load-aware routing functionality of end-user applications. To adopt the best-fit load-aware
meta-scheduling technique, distributed instances analyze the resource state information after
periodically collating all the associated local resource management systems (local-brokers). Since,
in large-scale computing, datacenters belong to different service providers that are geographically
distributed, centralized meta-brokering is not appropriate for various reasons e.g., less scalability,
less reliability, single point of failure, and performance bottleneck. Consequently, to curb these issues,
decentralized brokerage design is mandatory for dynamic cross-cloud service provision and efficient
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scaling of the workload. These meta-brokering instances in peer-to-peer overlay networks exchange
essential metrics based on data structure for operative decisions.
The proposed model ensures scalability and availability, and targets optimal datacenters to
maximize the service throughput and ensure performance metrics. The main contribution of this work
is listed below:
–
–
–
–

The design, implementation, and evaluation of a distributed meta-brokering-driven federation
paradigm for elastic service provision with scalability.
The implementation of threshold-based load-aware routing in P2P overlay for PSAs under varying
workload.
A distributed monitoring mechanism to facilitate dynamic brokerage while updated peers through
pub/sub-like patterns periodically.
A honeybee-inspired resource allocation to local datacenters to minimize processing time of user
applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: work in related domains is discussed in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the proposed overall system architecture with respect to related modules in various
tiers and implementation strategies. The problem is formulated in Section 4, along with simulation
results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work and proposes further research avenues.
2. Work in Related Domains
Market-oriented initiatives for the Intercloud were taken by Melbourne University based on
a centralized mechanism for service provision inspired by the semantics of inter-grids for resource
exchange among providers [6,28]. Cloud Exchange (CEx) in this architecture is a centralized component
that manages the collaboration with other providers through a coordinator component that is deployed
on each provider. This architecture model can view the marketplace using the CEx component,
where resources are sold (published) by other clouds, and needy application brokers can lease required
resources. Hence, price-aware application brokering in this model can be realized. CEx pools the
resource information in the registry to offer to others, and the cloud coordinator updates the status of
the associated cloud resource in the CEx registry periodically. A coordinator for an extendable cloud is
also discussed by [29].
Intercloud Meta-Scheduling (ICMS) developed by [30] is a dynamic service-provision model
to achieve scalability across multiple clouds when there are spikes in demand. The ICMS model is
based on meta-brokering components in a decentralized manner. In view of handling dynamism
and other functional aspects of the cloud-servicing paradigm, the proposed architecture is more
feasible for overcoming the issues of centralized counterparts. Implementation of this system is
carried out in a toolkit (SimIC), which is based on the simjava simulation library. Optimization of job
scheduling relies on the message exchange [31] pattern among distributed nodes. In this approach,
multiple meta-brokering instances are generated against multiple users, one for each user for the
whole service-provision cycle.
The Intercloud Resource-Provision System (IRPS) proposed by [32,33] is a semantically driven
ontological model that facilitates application resource provision to distinct clouds. The main objective
of incorporating the ontological notion is to realize interoperability among service providers with
distinct resource policies. The proposed system forms a federated setup through the interaction of
key components e.g., (broker, co-coordinator, Intercloud directory). The broker component selects
the appropriate provider for the application submission, the cloud coordinator publishes the current
states of the resources of the respective vendors through the Intercloud directory, and this component
also updates the availability of resources dynamically. Each cloud site in the federation maintains a
Semantic Metadata Repository (SMR), where the semantic descriptions of components are stored.
Ref. [3] proposed the Intercloud federation framework, wherein several standalone providers
collaborate with each other seamlessly to maintain QoS and ensure SLA. Components in the model
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interact dynamically to realize the federation process while ensuring QoS orientation. High-level
architecture of the proposed model contains various components (e.g., cloud monitor, resource monitor,
resource allocator, workload predictor). The monitoring of the resources is performed by a resource
monitor periodically to check the availability of resources; it also intimates the Federation Negotiator
(FN) in case of non-conformance of SLA parameters. The allocator is responsible for allocation of the
available resources.
To overcome the interoperability issue raised due to the heterogeneity factor of resources among
the service provider, Intercloud architecture must implemented by [34] using the OCCI standard to
facilitate application migration in a seamless way regardless of the underlying resources semantics.
The proposed generic architecture for Intercloud computing is broker-centric, which mediates the
application execution cycle accomplished by using the latest open standards to realize interoperability.
Broker entity with various modules operate in a centralized mode and locate the appropriate service
provider to meet functional and nonfunctional SLA parameters.
Ref. [35] used the distributed brokering instances to interconnect geographically dispersed
datacenters functioning in real-time scenarios instead of a simulation environment. Since this
federation schema is configured in a real-time environment, there is the need to implement standard
interfaces, uniform protocols, data formats, and compatible architectural components among service
providers that facilitate collaborations for enabling cloud interoperability. The same is achieved
in this research through common cloud brokering abstraction functioning in a distributed manner.
Inter-broker communication in this closed-scope federated topology procures the resources and
performs matchmaking based on derived metrics (load state of DCs) from datacenters under different
scenarios e.g., (storage space, distributed availability, migration, and stability).
InterGrid Gateway(IGGs) components were proposed by [36] to be placed on the InterGrid,
which facilitates cross-grid cooperation to set up peering topology among grids. IGGs are placed
on top of each participating distributed grid that functions in a decentralized manner for efficient
resource discovery. However, the non-availability of fault-tolerance in this architecture leads to
non-communicated grid cooperation.
In [37], a delegated matchmaking approach is described for interconnecting several grids.
This approach does not require a central control mechanism to managing the operation. Simulation
results of this model demonstrate better administrative benefits and performance metrics. However,
a heterogeneity issue is raised in distributed settings on a large scale. Table 1 presents the highlights of
work in related domains.
Table 1. Highlights.
Techniques

Objectives

Achievements

Limitations

Intercloud [6]

Developing the market-oriented
cloud federation model

SLA-based application
brokering with QoS parameters.
Model can be applied in public or
private cloud mode.

Maybe less reliable due to
centralized nature of CEx.
Vulnerable in case of failure of
central CEx.

ICMS [30]

Developing the interconnected
cloud meta-scheduling

Large-scale dynamic job
distribution and scheduling

Multiple generation of metabrokers for multiple users
create complexity and overhead

IRPS [32,33]

Ontology-based federation development

Interoperability through ontological
notion among service providers

Does not provide large
scalability due to single
scheduler component

Federation Framework [3]

QoS-oriented cloud Federation

Maintain and ensure the SLA-based
service provision-model

Federation Negotiator (FN)
being sole component does not
scale well in peak time

OCCI Driven Broker Federation [34]

Implementing the OCCI standard
to make interoperable service provider

Conformance the Functional and
Nonfunctional SLA metrics

Centralized brokering entity not
suitable for flash crowd

Distributed Broker instances [35]

Configuration of Federated schema
in real environment

Broker instance provide uniform
interface and better scalability

Monolithic approach of distributed
abstraction create
management complexity

Interlinking the separate Grids by
peering arrangement for collaboration.

Improve the average response time

Brokers are self-interested
and not global.

User satisfaction by temporarily binding
local resource with remote through DMM

Reduce the administrative overhead
and enhance the performance

System dynamicity is not
considered and steady state is
assumed. Heterogeneity issue is
not resolved.

IGG [36]

DMM [37]
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Considering the merits and limitations of large-scale settings that have been discussed above,
the proposed approach is more generalized, which functions in a distributed manner and is comprised
of distinct modules. This modularized approach increases system robustness and implies fine-grained
management. The significant characteristic is the monitoring mechanism that facilitate the dynamic
brokerage to counter the overwhelming and unpredictable conditions.
Semantic Web Techniques
The Semantic Web is an extension of the existing World Wide Web (WWW) with great potential
to overcome issues e.g., interoperability and application portability. This mechanism uses various
languages e.g., OWL and SPARQL, and OCCI standards. Researchers in the existing literature have
predominantly focused on ontological models to describe cloud service semantics at various levels.
In this regard, mOSAIC ontology allows interoperability and service description, which can also be
leveraged to address interoperability issues in multiple clouds. Ontologies facilitate the representation
of semantic information. In the Semantic Web, ontologies are used to specify a domain of interest and
related concepts [38–40]. However, the focus of this study is on the brokering-driven scheduling in the
cloud federation, in which service providers interconnect resources voluntarily.
3. Proposed System Design and Spectrum
It is obvious from the above discussion that the provision of optimal resources in a large-scale
dynamic and decentralized environment is a challenging task in terms of meeting application
requirements. Therefore, it is indispensable to design and develop reliable, scalable, and dynamically
decisive systems. A system should be capable of discovering the optimal services in a shorter span for
application execution in more competitive situations. To curb the issues of centralized counterparts
e.g., single point of failure, scalability, and reliability in large-scale distributed and highly dynamic
environments, in this study, a decentralized high-level meta-brokering-driven approach has been
proposed. These components inter-communicate in a peer-to-peer (P2P) manner and constitute
the overlay topology, enabling distributed brokerage. Decentralized meta-brokering components
in this scheme make decisions at higher levels and manage dynamicity through interacting with
other peers for auto-scaling of the workload. In the proposed model, meta-brokering instances
realize interoperability [41–43] in terms of application and metric exchange among resource sites in a
federation. Critical information exchange by these instances is enabled after authentication and peer
processing at a global level. Meta-broker instances are interconnected in overlay topology and each
instance maintains the local queue for incoming user requests to send to associated local-brokers or
forward to remote peers under certain conditions. Figure 2 depicts the global view of the proposed
system design.
3.1. Distributed Meta-Brokering Overlay Topology
Meta-brokering is the technique of brokering over resource brokers instead of resources.
Meta-broker peers in overlay network communicate with each other in a P2P manner on the application
layer for the exchange of essential metrics (e.g., load and applications). The P2P communication
paradigm is more scalable than the client/server approach in large-scale distributed computing
environments. For large-scale content distribution and sharing of resource information among
distributed domains, P2P methodology is promising and flexible [44–47]. P2P systems with robust
architectural design scale well to counter heavy user traffic with efficient resource use.
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Figure 2. Global view of meta-brokering overlay for federation configuration.

In the proposed model, loosely coupled peers (meta-brokers) inter-communicate to provide more
flexibility through asynchronous interaction, and maintain periodical updated statistics of each other,
e.g., load metrics. P2P meta-brokering instances in overlay networks update each other regarding
monitored information through pub/sub-like protocols, as they are powerful abstractions of the
distributed nature of computing. This pub/sub-driven communication is more appropriate for highly
dynamic systems because of its inherent properties, e.g., asynchronous, decoupling, temporal freedom,
and overcoming the scalability issues of centralized system. In this model, each meta-broker instance
corresponds to the associated local-broker for sending user applications, and receives the dynamic
resource state. Each meta-broker instance uses the data structure of the dynamic metrics and finds
other peers using logical identifiers for forwarding applications. The data structure of metadata is
depicted in Figure 3. The salient factors of the decentralized approach are highlighted in Table 2.
Table 2. Salient features of P2P decentralized systems.
Factors

P2P-Driven Decentralized

Centralized Scheme

Single Point of failure (SPOF)
Performance bottleneck
Reliability
Redundant information query
Scalability
Traffic
Architecture

No
No
Good
Great quantity
Quite well
Large
Peer-to-Peer

Yes
Yes
Bad
None
Bad
Small
Client-Server

3.2. Decentralized Brokerage
Information exchange among meta-brokers (peers) in overlay networks realize the federation
setup and facilitates decentralized brokerage. In this meta-broker overlay structure, information
regarding service discovery is exchanged among users and local-brokering components through
interaction with remote peers. Distributed meta-brokering instances provide interoperability in terms
of job exchange and load scalability among federated sites. Meta-brokers communicate asynchronously
with peer brokers to exchange resource state information for optimal decisions regarding application
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forwarding; this substrate provides an elastic service provision seamlessly under overwhelming
conditions of any site in the federation.

Figure 3. Meta-brokering level data structure.

3.3. Collaborating Paradigm in Overlay Topology
Initially, the distributed instances (meta-brokers) in overlay topology exchange the shared keys to
establish the trust level and federation process. Overlay links are more flexible for building customized
communication paradigms and protocols, e.g., information routing in a proposed system. Overlay
methodology also supports avoidance of network congestion to adaptively select a shorter latency path.
In the proposed system, each meta-broker component (peer) maintains a data structure of the other
ICMBs in the federation to make an optimal decision regarding routing queries. This phenomenon
controls the propagation of queries in a flooding manner, and sends queries only to more optimal
peers in terms of load capacity. Application sequences among core entities of the federation after the
authentication process among meta-brokering instances for peer arrangement is depicted in Figure 4.
The objectives of the meta-brokering notion in the proposed system are three-fold.
1.
2.
3.

Retain the system decentralization and scale the workload in case of overwhelming the particular
associated cloud.
Perform decision-making at a global level for application forwarding on remote sites, while
exchanging essential metrics.
Share the load among peers in the federation and minimize the waiting time of the user applications.

The user submits queries with required attributes for job execution to associated meta-brokers in
the overlay paradigm. Requests are served in a first-come-first-served (FCFS) manner in the assigned
peer (ICMB) queue. The matchmaking component matches the required attributes and checks the
predefined threshold values of all the queued running resources. After successful matching of the
query parameter, the meta-broker sends results back to a particular client. In the case of exceeding
a predefined threshold of resources, a queue request will be dispatched to other peers based on
routing-table statistics. If more peers are available with the required attributes, then preference will be
given to the peer with fewer or fewest loaded resources.
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Figure 4. Application Sequence in Federated Entities.

User application forwarding in the proposed system proceeds through meta-brokering
components, which map the user requests to the local-brokers of a specific domain. Decision-making
for forwarding applications among meta-broker peers is based on time-bound statistics, which helps
to avoid the overwhelming conditions of specific cloud sites. Queue length of the particular single
resource (VM) indicates the load and collective load of all resources present in the overall load of any
participating cloud domain. In the case of exceedance the overall load from certain thresholds, or the
failure of required attributes matchmaking, subsequent applications will be routed towards optimal
domains. Query routing in this approach does not flood in all directions, which saves bandwidth
cost. Each peer (meta-broker) maintains the data structure of the updated dynamic information,
which is retrieved through the monitoring module. The data structure associated with each peer
is updated while exchanging metrics through pub/sub-like asynchronous protocols, as depicted in
Figure 5. In this way, all meta-brokers get updated regarding the current system state, and can adopt a
best-fit load-aware policy for sending applications. This method of information exchange among peers
(meta-brokers) is critical for scaling workload towards optimal domains.

Figure 5. Meta-brokering information exchange.
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3.4. Internal Information Flow
The scheduling of multiple user applications on cloud-federated resources is enabled through the
interaction of meta-brokering components at the global level. Interaction flow is reflected in Figure 4,
which occurs through messages passing among Intercloud meta-brokering (ICMBs) components.
The Intercloud federation paradigm extends the capability of a single cloud in terms of achieving
various resources as a service, which is distributed geographically at large scale. Therefore, in this
design setting, the development and configuration of interoperable components for service exchange
among various domains, and scheduling the virtual resources is a challenging task. Algorithm 1
describes the job-forwarding policy in the peer (meta-broker) overlay network.
Algorithm 1 For Application Forwarding (Pseudo-code).
Require:
R_ICMBR : The requester or default meta-broker (peer)
App_Queue(): Incoming application jobs that need
to be allocate locally or send remotely
ICMB_Map():
contain the current load of all participating
meta-brokers
Load_Threshold: store the value of load limit
dispatch_App(): send applications to remote peer or local-broker
L_ICMB_LBRK:
Local-broker (LRMS) of default meta-broker (peer)
R_ICMB:
Remote Intercloud meta-broker (ICMB)
timeInstance:
hold the current system time
Begin
At: timeInstance
For All Each APPjob in App_queue() do
assign getID_LeastLoad_ICMBMAP() to remote_Icmb_ID
assign get_ICMB_Map(remote_Icmb_ID) to R_ICMB
IF default_ICMBR_LBRKload <= Load_Threshold
dispatch_App() to L_ICMB_LBRK
Else
dispatch_App() to R_ICMB
EndIf
EndFor
End

3.5. Modular Stack of The System
The meta-brokering-driven federated system is classified into distinct layers with respect to
functionality. The high-level or meta-brokering layer performs the function of middleware between
users and the rest of the cloud system. These components (meta-brokers) also interact with other
peers at the same layer and exchange information about services. Critical information traverses the
overlay topology to scale the load efficiently for optimal response. Next to this layer (meta-brokering)
is the local resource management system (LRMS) or local-brokering, which maps user requests to
virtual resources (VMs) according a predefined set of algorithms, and monitors the resource use states
dynamically. The low-level or physical layer is the hardware infrastructure, consisting of physical
and virtual hosts. The purpose of the division of the system functionality into different layers is to
perform fine-grained management of the whole service-provision cycle in the federation paradigm.
The modularizing approach simplifies the operation and does not affect it as a whole in the case of
catastrophic failure, and improves system robustness. Meta-brokers provide a uniform interface for
application submission and enable interoperability among distributed domains while communicating
in a P2P manner.
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3.6. Breaking Down System Functionality into Layers
The proposed model for service scheduling in the Intercloud is divided into three distinct
layers—Resources Layer (RL), LRMS or local-brokering), and Global or Meta-Brokering Layer,
as depicted in Figure 6. This architecture is formed into distinct layers to maintain the decoupled
settings of different module functionalities for fine-grained orchestration. These components
collaborate through message-passing to achieve a current snapshot of the overall system. The following
points describe the core method of information collection and sharing in the proposed system.
(1) Meta-brokering instances (peers) in overlay schema exchange the essential metrics of the
associated realm in a periodic manner asynchronously. The exchange of such information is
crucial to facilitate the dynamic brokerage at global level.
(2) Collect time-bound statistics of resources through the local-broker’s monitoring module
on the layer below.

Clients

High Level / Meta Brokering

High Level Layer

( Services Requests )

Local Management Layer

( Messages exchange
with remote peers )

Infrastructure Layer

( Secure access SSL / TLS )

Node 1

Node 2

Node N

Cloud
Site

Figure 6. High-level design (federated site) mapping with TCP/IP layers.

3.6.1. Meta-Brokering Layer (MBRL)
Each meta-brokering component in the system retrieves the updated metrics of the associated
cloud. These metrics are exchanged among them and are maintained in the form of data structure for
decision-making. Considering this data structure, applications are routed towards optimal domains.
Meta-brokering components (peers) function as clients as well as servers, e.g., asking for resources
and serving the application requests of remote peers in particular conditions. These instances are
constantly aware of each other regarding associated domain state, e.g., load. The discovery of services
with required attributes in the proposed paradigm is carried out through inter-communication of
meta-brokers, which also realize the federated environment. These components do not have autonomy
of resources regarding the associated cloud site; therefore, they do not perform typical scheduling
of user applications. However, they only receive dynamic statistics from a monitoring module of
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the associated local-broker to keep the data structure updated with the latest information. Global
decision-making takes place using these instances based on latest information.
–
–
–
–
–
–

Exchange the shared keys to set up the trust level among peers (meta-brokers) in overlay topology.
Meta-brokering service provides the uniform interface for user application submission.
Analyze the load information sent by the local-broker stored in the CMDS for forwarding requests
locally or remotely.
Implement the load-aware meta-scheduling of user applications in overlay nodes.
Exchange the dynamic information with other peers through pub/sub-like pattern e.g., load and
average queue length, to realize the actual status of the cloud site in the federation.
Maintain the system in a distributed mode and share the intersite workload.

3.6.2. Local Resource Management Layer (LRML)
Management and monitoring of local resources is performed on this layer by a local resource
broker and its associated components.
–
–
–
–
–

Communicate with resource information service (RIS) to get the available registered resources.
Local-broker receives the application workload from the meta-broker of the above layer.
Perform the resource allocation process of the user applications by using heuristics.
Monitoring of the resources under its control in terms of use, and report the corresponding
meta-broker instance for global decision-making.
Accountability of the submitted jobs in terms of different states e.g., submitted, pending, executed,
and failed.

3.6.3. Resource Layer (RL)
The infrastructure layer is the low-level layer, which comprises of computational resources
(CPUs), storage resources (RAM, hard disks etc.), virtualization of hardware and network resources
(link capacity), and other resources for services (applications) that support cloud system activities.
The resources on this layer are pre-configured and maintained by service providers. The proposed
system depicted in Figure 2 is a decentralized Intercloud scheduling architecture, which satisfies
performance criteria including scalability, reliability, and availability while handling the dynamicity.
3.7. Application Model and Dynamic Allocation
To simulate the workload in federated cloud domains, PSAs are defined as a set of n independent
jobs { Ji } i = 1...n. The processing requirement of these jobs is considered to be the length in Millions
of Instructions (MIs), the size of job input and output data in bytes, along with various other execution
related parameters. Random length of jobs is used to model heterogeneous tasks like in real-time
parameter-sweep applications. Task-framing applications are comprised of different sets of jobs, e.g.,
(200, 500, 1000) with different MIs.
Since the proposed system comprises various distinct modules they execute different layers to
keep the decoupled settings of the overall system. Modular structure as depicted in Figure 6 simplifies
the complexity of the system and the adaptive control of the dynamicity for the management of
resources. End users submit applications with specific parameters to the associated peer (meta-broker)
for execution at a particular time interval. Each meta-brokering instance communicates with the
corresponding cloud through the local-broker to constantly maintain the latest information of resource
states with attributes, e.g., static and dynamic. Acquiring the latest resource information is essential
for managing unpredictable cloud systems. The application cycle in the proposed system is depicted
in Figure 7, as jobs are traversed through different phases to get the execution completed.
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Figure 7. Applications in different phases.

In the proposed dynamic resource allocation policy at datacenter level, the load on all virtual
resources (VMs) is taken into account and the completion time of current load is identified. After this,
the completion time of the currently received job is calculated on each resource, and this time is
incorporated into the existing load (completion time) of each resource. In this way, the least load’s
completion time of virtual resource is obtained from this calculation, and the job is allocated to
that particular least-loaded resource (VM). Since the proposed system has been implemented in
the simulation environment for the service provision of PSAs with varying workload, this dynamic
allocation policy for such applications is most suitable in terms of heterogeneous resources at the
datacenter. Figure 8 depicts the algorithmic flow of the dynamic resource allocation scheme.

No

Figure 8. Dynamic scheduling at datacenter level.

4. Problem Formulation
The facilitation of scalable provision of application services (parametric sweep) under varying
workload requires effective brokering policies in the cloud federation to find optimal service locations.
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Therefore, developing the techniques of workload distribution and dynamic resource allocation
for application services is imperative for attaining better QoS. The proposed model consists of
mathematical sets, which indicate various elements as follows:
The set CSP indicates the CSPs, which are participating in the federated system as
CSP = {CSPi, CSPi + 1, ....., CSPn}

(1)

ICMB is set of intercloud meta-brokers (ICMB) associated with each service provider as
ICMB = { ICMBi, ICMBi + 1, ....., ICMBn}

(2)

Each service provider is available with a set of Hosts and VMs with different Mips for end-user service
execution as
V Ms = {V Mj, V Mj + 1, ....., V Mn}
(3)
Similarly, a set of end-user applications is described as
Apps = { Appi, Appi + 1, ......, APPn}

(4)

The processing capacity of any individual VM is calculated in the following equation, where PE is the
processing element and mipsPE is Millions of instructions per second of PE.
m

capacityV Mk =

∑ PEj * mipsPEj


where k ∈ V Ms =


1, 2, 3, ..., n

(5)

j =1

The processing capacity of single CSP is the total capacity of overall virtual machines (VMs) deployed
in particular CSPs calculated as
m

CapacityCSPi =

∑ capacityV Mj


where i ∈ CSP =


1, 2, 3, ..., n

(6)

j =1

Basically, the capacity of a single cloud is the threshold value for application-forwarding decisions
at the ICMB level. Therefore, total computational capacity of all interconnected federated CSPs is
calculated as
n

capacityTotal Fed =

∑ CapacityCSPi

(7)

i =1

Variable workload information on V M j is calculated by determining the queue length of VM scheduler
at time interval t by using the following equation.
LV Mi,t = Q ∗ TLi(t) /S(V Mi,t ) ,

(8)

where Q = {1, 2, 3, ......., n} are user application instances in the V Mi queue. The workload on the
virtual machine at time interval t is calculated by taking the ratio of task length on particular V Mi
processing power (Mips) or service rate. S(V Mi,t ) defines the service rate of V Mi at time interval t and
the scheduling algorithm of local-broker achieves the fitness of V Mi using this equation. The workload
on all virtual machines (VMs) is calculated as
m

LV Mstotal =

∑ LV Mj,t

(9)

j =1

LV Mstotal is the threshold value for the decision of the forwarding applications and indicates the
overall load on particular CSP at any given time. The processing time of applications on the resource
V M j is obtained as
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n

∑ Eij ∗ TLi /PEj ∗ mipsPEj ,

PTV Mj =

(10)

i =1

where TLi is task length(MIs) and decision variable Eij = 1 if the applicationjobi is allocated to V M j
and 0 otherwise. The objectives of interconnected cloud scheduling are as follows:
•

•

In overwhelming conditions of a particular federated site, to maximize the routing (forwarding)
the user applications towards remote CSP to facilitate user workload scalability and improve the
confidence of enterprises on cloud technologies.
Minimize the processing time of user applications on the CSP datacenter.

The LP model to maximize the application routing: Let Routeij(t) be the forwarding function of
Appi ) towards ICMBj to scale the workload at time interval t, when particular sites get overwhelming.
Routeij(t) functions correspond to Algorithm 1. Each ICMBj instance is associated with each CSP and
the LP model is defined as:
m

n

∑ ∑ Yij Routeij(t)

maximize M =

(11)

i =1 j =1


where j ∈ ICMB =




and i ∈ Apps =

1,2,3, ..., n


1,2,3, ..., m

, while decision variable Yij = 1 if the

Appi is forwarded to remote ICMBj and 0 otherwise, under the following constraints:
m

∑ Yij LV Mstotal ≥ CloudThreshold ∀i ∈ Apps

(12)

i =1

n

∑ Yij = 1 ∀i ∈ Apps

(13)

i =1

The constraint set (Equation (12)) describes that applications will be forwarded in case exceeding the
load from a certain threshold value. The constraint set (Equation (13)) specifies that applications will
be routed towards only one site. Application submissions to meta-broker ICMBi interface are under
the conditions as follows:




 ICMBiremote
if ( LV Mstotal ≥ CapacityCSPi ) ∀i ∈ APPs = 1, 2, 3, ..., n
SubmitAppsi =
(14)

 ICMBi
otherwise
de f ault
The LP model for minimizing the processing time is as: Let PTij be the processing time of allocating
application i to VM j and defined as:
(
Xij =

1

if (Apps p is assigned)

0

otherwise
n

minimize Z =

(15)

m

∑ ∑ PTij(t) Xij

(16)

i =1 j =1

Least-loaded resource (VM) will be allocated for application by dynamic scheduler to minimize the
processing time (PT) at time interval t, Which is subjected to the following:
n

∑


Xij = 1 ∀ j ∈ V Ms =


1, 2, 3, ..., m

(17)

i =1
n

∑ Xij ≤ PEj ∀ j ∈ V Ms =

i =1




1, 2, 3, ..., m

(18)
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where decision variable Xij =1 if task i is assigned for all V Ms and the required processing element for
execution must be less or equal to the available in V Ms.
4.1. Implementation Strategy
Experimentation on the real environment to evaluate the proposed system is extremely costly,
complex, and time-consuming. Therefore, an alternative solution to conduct such experiments is a
simulation medium. The CloudSim toolkit (simulation library) developed by Cloud Laboratory [48] is
extendable, and highly customized APIs can be harnessed to test the diversified cloud systems.
CloudSim is discrete-event simulation library and benchmark to model the proposed system
with different parameters in a repeatable manner. Therefore, to carry out the simulation-driven
implementation of the proposed approach, various classes of CloudSim have been extended to model
and realize the desired behavior of system entities. Mainstream classes that are indispensable for any
scenario are mentioned below. Simulation flow using these classes is depicted in Figure 9. These entities
communicate by sending messages of specific information from source to destination.

Figure 9. Simulation Flow of Proposed System.

+
+
+

Datacenter: Datacenter class used to model the IaaS provider with different configuration of
server machines.
DatacenterBroker: Function of this class is to mediate the operation between end users
and provider.
SimEntity: To develop the new entity from scratch, this class must be extended.
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Host: It represents the physical machine with different capacity of resources, e.g., processor, RAM,
bandwidth.
VM: To provide the virtualization on host node, and applications are sand-boxed in VMs.
Cloudlet: End-user applications with different execution instructions modeled through this class.
SimEvent: These objects represent the messages/events with specific information that simulation
entities send to each other, and takes appropriate action accordingly.
CloudInformationService: Registration of resources, indexing, and discovery are facilitated
through this CIS class.

4.2. Simulation Results Performance
In this section, we describe the expected performance of the proposed model. Experiments are
carried out using CloudSim simulation libraries to validate the model with different number of user
applications to check the scalability and reliability of the system. Figure 10 depicts the deployment
rate of user applications on joint clouds in federated schema. Applications with varying MIs within
the random range from 100,000 to 1,270,000 are well scaled on participating clouds during execution.

Figure 10. Deployment rate of user applications.

Experiments to analyze the variation in scaling process with different numbers of clouds are
depicted in Figure 11. As the number of clouds increases, the scaling process will be flexible and,
consequently, better performance will be achieved.
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Figure 11. Variation of (PT) in Different Environment.

Experimental analysis of the application burst is depicted in Figure 12, which indicates that after
reaching a certain range of particular cloud Mips (e.g., after consumption of available capacity), user
applications are being burst into other participated sites. This factor is achieved based on data structure
information. This information is obtained through underlying monitoring modules and facilitates
dynamic brokerage and scaling of the workload accordingly. Figure 13 depicts the waiting time of the
user applications in both the scaling and non-scaling mode. In the scaling mode, the waiting time of
the application is significantly decreased because of adequate availability of resource in the form of
joint clouds.

Figure 12. Applications bursting into various clouds.
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Figure 13. Applications waiting time.

The analysis of user satisfaction in terms of application requirement (e.g., Mips rate, OS) is
depicted in Figure 14. As the number of clouds increases, the satisfaction level also increases due to
high scalability of applications among more clouds. The percentage of satisfaction indicates the degree
to which much resources have been met for application execution with 2, 3, and 5 datacenters.

Figure 14. Degree of user satisfaction level.

Figure 15 demonstrates the performance results of another experiment of 500 user applications
with varying workloads within the range of 150,000 to 170,000 MIs. The addition of two more clouds
significantly decreases the processing time (PT) of user application. When a particular datacenter
reaches a certain threshold capacity, the incoming workload is routed to the next one and the processing
time tends to stabilize. Figure 16 depicts the use of each cloud resource under threshold limit and the
exceeding workload is forwarded to other clouds in the federated schema. The criterion to keep use
under a certain threshold helps to avoid the overwhelming condition of any participating cloud.
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Figure 15. Total processing time.

Figure 16. Use of cloud capacity.

Figure 17 depict the average execution result of user application on local datacenter level.

Figure 17. Application (500) performance at local (DC) level.
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Figure 18 depicts the performance with 5 clouds, which indicates the makespan of different
applications and analyzes the efficiency of the federation process with increasing clouds.

Figure 18. Makespan with different applications.

In Figure 19, the application acceptance rate is analyzed as resources are being increased.
Acceptance rate is high due to availability of many resources. There are many chances of meeting the
required application attributes due to the large availability of a large amount of resources.

Figure 19. Application acceptance rate.

Figure 20 depicts the response time of user applications on different clouds by using different
algorithms with comparison of the proposed approach on different set of clouds.
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Figure 20. Response time.

5. Concluding Remarks
Interconnecting different clouds is indispensable to overcome the overwhelming condition
of standalone service providers. Scheduling design and brokering factors play significant roles
in the development of robust and scalable systems. These systems are essential to achieve
optimal resource management in highly dynamic and distributed environments. In this paper,
decentralized meta-brokering-driven overlay architecture is proposed for Intercloud scheduling
services. Meta-brokering peers establish links at application level and communicate in a P2P manner.
This approach provides more scalability compared to its centralized counterparts, and maintains
the real-time statistics of peers in overlay to facilitate dynamic brokerage. The threshold criterion
of dynamic attributes of resources has adapted to avoid the overwhelming state of a particular
domain. Routing of user applications is accomplished based on data structure maintained by each
peer (meta-broker). These peers exchange information to control the dynamicity of a system and
enable the service provision from optimal locations. Since research in the cloud federation is still in its
infancy, standard interfaces, uniform architectural design, and seamless communication protocols are
required to overcome issues, e.g., application portability, interoperability, and heterogeneity factors,
among CSPs. Similarly, further research is required to develop optimal brokering techniques for
enterprise applications (e.g., web-centric business and interactivity) to improve QoS metrics. Regarding
validation and evaluation, the proposed design was implemented by extending the CloudSim 3.0.3
simulation library (APIs), and obtained satisfactory results.
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